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Mikhail SUSLOV,
Member of the Politbureau,

CPSU Central Committee SecretarY

A TASK FOR Ttr{E ENTIRE PARTY

[.Jnder the accompaniment oI prolonged applause
M. A. Suslou extended cordial greetings and best
wishes lrom Comrade Leonid llyich Btezhneu to all the
pafiicipants in the All-Union Meeting of ldeologicaT
Workers.

Six months have passed since the CPSU Centual
Committee adopted the resolution "On the Further Im-
provement of t6e ldeological, Political and Educational
Work". In that period, Party organisations of the re-

o

great interest the propositions and recommendations of
this important PartY document.

The numerotrs letters addressed to the Central Com-
mittee by Soviet citizens show that the workers, collec-
tive farmers and office workers, economic executives,
workers in literature and the arts, scholars and jour-
nalists-people from every walk of life tegard this re-
solutiorr as a direct appeal to them, an explicit answer
to the questions posed by life in further improving
educational work.

Speech by M. Suslov al lhe All-Union Meeling
Workers, October 16, 1979.
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The CPSU CC resolution has become a major event
in the ideological and political life of the Party and the
entire people. It sums up the ideological-education ac-
tivity of the Party, particularly in a period with mile-

importance attaches to the relevant directions given by
Leonid Brezhnev at the November (1gZB) Central Com-
mittee meeting. The character of the resolution is de-
termined by the vital requirements of the present stage
in the development of the Soviet society, the specifics
of the two opposite world systems, as well as the role
objectively assigned to the Party's ideological activity
in present-day conditions.

Our meeting, which was convened under a decision
of the CPSU Central Committee, is intended to discuss
fulfilment of the resolution and effective ways of rea-
lising the tasks posed by it. This is all the more im-
podant ,owing to its long-term character and because
it represents a comprehensive programme of action in
the ideological education work.

I
The main feature of the activity of the CPSU as a

parly of scientific communism is the organic blend oI
ihe iheory ol Maruism-Leninism with thJ teuolutionary
practice of the working class and the historic creativity
of the masses. At every stage of the struggle to create
a new society, our Leninist Party has invariably fol-
lowed the Marxist principle of not only explaining the
world but also of. changing lt.

The Party's leadership in the forward movement of
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Party. The plenum was of great importance in strength-
ening the leading and guiding role of the CPSU, in
assefiing the Leninist norms and principles of Party
life and collective leadership, and in creating an atmo-
sphere of respect and trust in the cadre and a tr"uly
creative style of work. The plenum decisions played
an outstanding role in elaborating the Party's political
course in the conditions of mature socialism. The con-
sistent implementation of this course was marked by
signal achievements of the Party and the people.

All-round consideration of the new social expe-
rience, a thorough analysis of the vital requirements
of the material and spiritual progress of society is the
basis of the great theoretical, ideological and practical
work tirelessly conducted by the Party and its Central
Committee, led by Leonid Brezhnev, loyal continuer of
the cause of the great Lenin and outstanding leader of
our Party and the Soviet state, prominent in the world
Communist and working-class movement, and tireless
fighter for peace. The force of the Party's collective
wisdom, the scientific substantiation of its socio-eco-
nomic and political strategy were vividly expressed in
the historic decisions of the 23rd, 24th and 25th CPSU
congresses. Fidelity to the principles of Marxism-Lenin-
ism, its theoretical strength, as well as its enormous
experience give our PartSr exceptional ability in scien-
tific prevision. This is borne out by the entire course of
contemporary historical development.



The Party sees Lenin's precept on the need for
"strictly differentiating between stages that are essen-
tially different, soberly examining the conditions under
which they manifest themselves" I as the necessary me-
thodological basis for defining the objectives which so-
ciety must resolve at each new stage of social progress.

It is only on the basis of their profound scientific
understanding that our Leninist Party can resolve the
fundamental problems of economic development, so-
cial relations, socialist democracy, culture and com-
munist education. This stems from the fact that to our
country, to our heroic people has fa11en the historic
mission of advancing along an unbeaten path, of resol-
ving the fundamentally new and diverse tasks linked
with the further development of a mature socialist so-
ciety.

An outstanding achievement of theoretical thought
that widens the horizons of revolutionary theory and
practice is the doctrine of mafure socialism as a pro-
longed, historically necessary stage in establishing the
comm-rnist formation and transition to its highest stage.
1\{any important directions of the theoretical and prac-
tical activity of the CPSU are directly linked with this
concept, which has received all-round substantiation in
the materials of Party congresses, decisions of Central
Ccmmittee plenums and other Party documents.

At the stage of mature socialism, the creative poten-
tialities of our system, its genuinely humane content
are being increasingly revealed. This is reflected in the
new USSR Constitution. Its adoption was not merely
a historical act of strengthening the achievements of
mature socialism and creative assimilation of the prac-
tice o[ communist construction, but also a powerful

i V. I. Lcnin, Collecled Works,

I

socialist democracy and strengthening the Soviet state

system." The present 1eve1 of development of economic and
social re'lations and the moral and political unity of

cision on improving planning and intensifying--the in-
fluence of eionomii mechanisms in raising efficiency

Vol. 8, p. 24



industry. The Party's course towards the further up-
surge of agriculture remains unaltered.

The solution of these problems, which are especial-
ly topical today, will help greatly in mobilising all
existing reserves and the achievements of the scientific
and technological revolution to ensure harmonious, a1l-
round development of all sectors of the economy, and
of all regions of the country, first of all on thel basis
of intcnsivc, qualitat
sible to expand the
further improve the

Thus, the latest
linked and operate as a complex. Their fu1filment is
bound to reveal more fu11y the Soviet people's creative
forces, ensure the working people's ever broader parfi-
cipation and interest in the affairs of society, and sub-
stantially to raise the effectiveness of creative labour.
It is of the utmost importance to give a profound, well-
argumented explanation of CPSU policy and the Party
decisions, to mobilise and inspire the masses for the
successful completion of the tenth five-year plan and to
cleate favourable conditions for the next, eleventh, five-
year plan.

The Party takes account in its activity of the close
interconnection between the home and foreign policy
of the USSR. Life has borne out the correctness of the
24th and 25th CPSU congresses' scientific analysis of
the world revolutionary process and of international
development as a whole. Relying on Marxist-Leninist
theory, on its political experience, our Party and its
Central Committee closely follow developments and
profoundly analyse the ongoing changes and are con-
sistently implementing the Party's principled course in
a complex and contradictory foreign political situation.

Stronger cohesion of the world socialist community

10

has been and remains a major objective of our foreign
poliry. 3 '-' Fiaternal friendship and cooperation between the
socialist countries gto*s stronger with every year' The

consolidation of tlieir mutual ties and the growth of
their overall economic might, which is steadily increas-
ing on the basis of socialist economic integratio-n, re-

,rit i., a flowering of the economy and culture of each

people and streng-then the sovereignty of a1l the social-
ist states.

The 25th Congress's conclusion on the growing com-
munity of politics, economics and th-e spiritual life of
the fraternil countries is being confirmed by the en-

tire course of social development. This interconnection
is also manifested in the similarity of the cardinal ob-
jectives of their ideological work. Proof of this comes

irom the warm interesi in the Central Committee deci-

international and ideological questions.
The historic superiority of socialism, its irrefutable

successes increase the attractive power of our ideas

and of the socialist states' concerted foreign policy' To-
d.ay, all progressive humanity knows ful1 well that the
Soviet Unlon and all the socialist-community countries
are the main bulwark of peace, staunch conductors of
the course towards detente.

Essentially, detente implies assertion of the Leninist
principles of peaceful coexistence in practical interna-
iional-relationi. The international recognition of these
principles, including by the governrrents of the major
Western powers, as a basis for mutual relations between

11



states with diff.ercnt social systems is a historic victory,
attesting to the changed correlation of forces in the
world. It is to the great credit of socialism, and a suc-
cess for all the peace forces that for a fourth decade
now humanity has been spared the ordeal of a world
war,

pave the way for working out new measures to limit
and reduce strategic arms, and will promote success
in limiting ar.ms and effecting disarrnament along other
1ines.

What Leonid Brezhnev said in Berlin in his speech
on the occasion of the 30th anniversary of the GDR is
of great significance in strengthening universal peace,
and first of all the security of the European peoples.
Reaffirming the firmness and consistency of the Lenin-
ist course of the CPSU and the Soviet state, he justly
criticised the attempts of the NATO leaders to unwind
a new spiral in the arms race and to achieve strategic
superiority over the Soviet Union and its Warsaw
Treaty allies. NATO's sinister plans for deploying new
US medium-range missiles and turning 'Western Eu-
rope into a launching pad f.or nuclear weapons target-
ed at the Soviet Union have been exposed before the
whole world.

In contrast to these plans, the Soviet Union has de-
cided, as it was stated in Berlin, to reduce the numbers
of its armed forces and armaments in Central Europe.

The new Soviet initiative is fresh and irrefutable
proof of our country's sincere desire for world peace,

12

and greate the European countries'
Naturally, o exPect that the West
European appropriate conclusions
frorrthe c the USSR.

mote the detente and consolidate world peace.
Detente and the successes of the cause of peace and

international security create more favourable condi-
tions for the further development of the peoples' strug-
gle for their national liberation and social progress.
l4uny of them, having thrown off the yoke of colonial-
ism ind reactionary dictatorial regimes, have opted for
a socialist orientation.

Understandably, the peoples' path of struggle is not
an easy one, and it has
tradictory circumstance
with the attempts of i
forces of national libe
movement, which has become an influential factor of
world politics.

On the whole, the international situation is shaping
up in a way that will require much effort on the part
o[ the peoples of the socialist community countries,
the national liberation movement and all the other

to surm oPPosition of the
peacefu including the mi-

a1 comp ' These efforts are
further of detente, above

all at stopping the arms race, and at extending it to
new spheiei oJ international life, to every part of the
world.
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A serious obstacle in the fight for these goals is the
policy of Peking, which has teamed up with imperial-
ist reaction and the militarist forces. We vigorously
condemn the great-power hegemonistic ideology and
policy of Maoism as deeply hostile to Marxism-Lenin-
ism, the interests of socialism, the cause of peace and
the liberation of the peoples. At the same time, we are
doing everything we can to normalise interstate rela-
tions with the PRC on the principles of peaceful co-
existence. Here, everything depends on the readiness
of the Chinese side to display a sober and constr-uctive
approach at the current negotiations.

Fidelity to the principles of Marxism-Leninism, their
creative application to the specific conditions of each
country, to the elaboration of the strategy and tactics
is a reliable earnest of successes in the activity of each
genuinely revolutionary party and the world Commun-
ist movement as a whole.

In our time, the authority of the doctrine of Marx,
Engels and Lenin, its ideological impact, the power of
the exarnple of existing socialism ate greater than ever
before. This frightens our class enemy. Hence the fierce
attacks on Marxism-Leninism. Hence also the spate
of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois falsifications of Mar:r-
ism-Leninism, the appearance of new and more cun-
ning revisionist and reformist interpretations of Marx-
ism. Ultimately, they are all designed to discredit the
experience and achievements of existing socialisut, to
erode and split the world Communist movement.

Our Party consistently cal1s for stronger cohesion
of the world Communist and working-class movement
on the principtres of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian
internationalism. We are gratifi,ed by the fraternaT par-
ties' successes in their struggle for the vital interests
of the working class and the working people as a

t4

whole, against the absolute power of the monopolies

velopment of our societY.

II
The CPSU has acted and continues to act on the

!r"irr"_th"t lhe ruoulding oI the new rnan is the most

2 l)ocuntents and Resalutions. 25tlt Congress of Lhe CPSU'

IVloscow, APN, 1976, P' 89.



important part of the whole endeavour of communist
construction. Education of the new man as a creative,
spiritually rich, harmoniously developed individual is
our programme aim.

tion, public consciousness, ideological maturity of the
people, says the Party, communism is unattainable,
just as it is unattainable without a corresponding mate-
rial and technical basis. This means that the moulding
of the new man is not only a result, but also an im--
portant condition in building the new society.

The Party's approach is based on Lenin's well-
known precept that the state is strong in the awareness
of the masses, that it is strong when the masses know
everything, can analyse everything and undertake
everything consciously. Constant concern for steadily
raising the consciousness and activity of the masses, ai
Lenin pointed out, remains the basis and main content
of Party work.3 Therefore further improvement of
ideological and political-education work is considered
in the CC decision as an important task for the entire
party, an,object of continuous concern of all the party,
state, trade union and Komsomol organisations.

The main feature, the source of the effectiveness,

Direct drawing on the works of. Marx, Engels and
Lenin, which contain the fundamentals of our revolu-
tionary science, by the Party cadre, all Communists,
and by ever broader circles of working people is more
meaningful today than ever before. It is a matter of
their deep, thorough study and popularisation and not
just of acquiring a cursory and superficial knowledge
of individual provisions of Marxist-Leninist classics-
and that is a point I should like to stress. It is essential
to study thoroughly the history of the CPSU, the do'
cuments of Party congresses and the works of Leonid
Brezhnev, who has made a big personal contribution
to the scientific elaboration of the problems of com-
munist construction.

This is what ensures the mastery of Marxism-Le-
ninism, of its dialectico-materia"list method of cogni-
tion. It is in this way that one truly understands the
creative character of Marxism-Leninism, and the scien-
tific character of our Party policy.

Marxism-Leninism is the supreme achievement of
social science. A real mastery of it requires enormous,
complex and intense effort, a constant enlargement and
renewal of the store of knowledge. ". . . First, to learn,
secondly, to learn, and thirdly, to learn," was Lenin's
behest. He also warned: "... see to it that learning
shal1 not remain a dead letter, or a fashionable catch-

for all Communists , particularly for workers of the
ideological front. A profound assimilation and creative
application by the ideological cadre of the theory and

3 See V. I. Lenin, Collected lllorlcs, Vol

t6

11, p.178. a V. I. Lenin, Colle"cted l\/orks, Vol. l)3, p. 489
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methodology of Marxism-l.eninism is a necessary con-
dition for the further improvement of the whole of
ideological work.

Marxism-Leninism is a constantly developing
theory. This stems from the scientific comprehension
of the complex processes of present-day social devel-
opment and analysis of new phenomena. In its theore-
tical activity, the Party constantly relies on research
by Soviet social scientists.

Soviet social science has achieved definite successes
in recent years. The problems of creating the material
and technical basis of communism, of improving social
relations, and moulding the working people's commun-
ist world view are being vigorously studied.

But life, social practice do not stand still. They
make ever higher demands on Marxist-Leninist theory,
and set new tasks before it. For their part, the social
sciences should not lag behind life. The effectiveness
of research can and must be substantially raised. While
establishing an atmosphere of bold, creative quest in
each scientific collective, it is essential to deal firmly
with such phenomena as speculative discourse, scho-
lasticism, quotation-mongering, superficial commentary
and formalistic exercise under the guise of innovation,
which are alien to genuine science.

The chief way to raise the productivity of the so-
cial sciences is increasingly to concentrate the efforts
of scholars on research into the cardinal problcms aris-
ing at the present stage of social progress.

Materialist dialectics, as Lenin put it, is the living
soul of Marxism. The role of dialectics, as a general
theory of development, as the logic and theory of cog-
nition, determines the special importance of its further
elaboration. In particular, there is a need to study the
ways of its concrete application to the cognition of the

t8

most c
of kno
of the

In

cial consciousness in the present conditions are now
coming to the fore.

There are numcrous patlie'tlar, but equally urgent
and topical questions to which our science must pro-
vide aiswert. Th" 25th Congress pointed out that the

to promote an in-dePth
nomy of socialism as the
nces, and the theoretical

basis of the CPSU's economic policy.
Special importance attaches to the study of the e-n-

tire iomple, of p.ope.ty relations in our economy, the
structure of the economic mechanism and management,
a more rational dovetailing of economic interests and
the operation of all the sectors of the economy, and of

l0



sectoral and territori a7 pTanning. Marxist social scien-
tists should concentrate on a systematic study of the
processes going on in present-day monopoly capital-
ism, and the problems of the world revolutionary
movement.

The growing role of social science in ideological
work is inseparably linked with raising the quality
and comprehensive character of scientific research, par-
ticularly the basic research. Without basic research
along every line of the social sciences. ideological, pro-
paganda and educational work cannot fully attain its
objectives. The USSR Academy of Sciences, its institu-
tes, the Institute of Marxism-Leninism, the Academy of
Social Sciences under the CPSU CC, highereducation
institutions, all our theoretical and scientific cadre have
an important role to pTay in the organisation and con-
duct of this rcsearch.

By striving in every way to raise the scientific cha-
racter of ideological work and arming the cadre with
Marxist-Leninist theory in its purest form, we shall be
able to advance our common cause in such an impor-
tant sector as political educqtion.

It is a well-known fact that in our country millions
of people are studying Marxism-Leninism. The form-
ing of a communist world view begins at the school
desk and continues in the secondary special and high-
er-education institutions.

The working people of our country study Marxism-
Leninism in a ramifi.ed potritical education system. In
the current academic year, more than 22 million people
were enrolled in the Part5r education system alone. That
is a big achievement. But we would err if we went no
further than to note this fact, without taking note of
the objective problems arising in this connection.

The task, first of all, consists in achieving a more

20

profound and all-round understanding by the broadest
masses of the important questions of Party theory and
policy. The purpose of the study of the fundamental,
basic tenets of Marxism-Leninism is to enlarge the
working people's outlook and to raise their political
culture. Moreover, we should proceed from the prin-
ciple of unity of cognitive and practical activity. That
is why the CC resolution demands that knowledge
should turn into conuiction, a guide to action, into an
active life stance of the Soviet man, who, while display-
ing a high consciousness and giving his energies for the
common cause, uncompromisingly opposes any mani-
festations of any alien ideology and morality.

Needless to say, scientific ideas must be fully con-
veyed to the broad masses in an understandable lan-

pseud'o-

ft"il:i;
a border

line that cannot and should not be crossed. f have in
mind the depth and content of thought. This is where,
to use Lenin's words, the popularisation of our great
doctrine in the broadest mlsies is distingnrished 

"from

cheap popularising.
A mechanical repetition of truisms instead of crea-

tive discel'ning of vital problems and the formalism and
tendency to use high-sounding words, the grey "tnte"
style of,presentation which we sti1l come across in our
propaganda is particularly impermissible today. These
and other shortcomings substantially lower, as the re-
solution notes, the impact of educational work on the
consciousness and feelings of the people.

Not that too little has been said about these short-
comings earlier, The problem is a different one. It is
that some functionaries find it impossible to go olr
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from general discussion of shortcarnings to concrete
deeds to eliminate these shortcomings, vigorously to
root them out of our practice. And this is what the
Part5r Central Committee resolution demands.

While orienting the Party and other organisations
upon ensuring a high scientific level of educational
work, the CPSU CC resolution enjoins us to increase-
the elficiency, con$eteness and elficacy of our pro-
paganda and agitation, its ties with lite, with the ful-
filment of economic and political tasks. The CC reso-
lution obliges us to "explain the socio-economic poli-
cy of the
rial well-b
to develop
ment for
promote the successful solution of the historic
iask of combining the advantages of socialism with
the achievements of the scientific and technical revo-

in the fulfilment of economic plans, in stepping up
scientific and technical progress as a decisive condi-
tion of increasing the might of the Motherland, for
the victory of communism". s

s On the Further Improoement of the ldeological, Political
and. Educational Work. The CPSU Ccntral Committcc's Deci-
sion of April 26, 1979, pp. 7-8 (in Russian).

qq

Thus, the CC resolution fully reveals the formula
of the link between propaganda and life. I would
like to stress here that this demand is addressed not
only to our entire propaganda as a whole, but also
to each of its sectors, including oral agitation and
propaganda. The CPSU has always used these as an
important instrument of political education of the mas-
ses. Not even the most up-to-date technical means is a
substitute for the direct, live contact of the agitator,
speaker, lecturer with the masses. It is the p"opugar-
dists, agitators and speakers who know well- the llcal

The CPSU resolution calls for the deuelopment oI
a militant and uigorous character and an impassioned
commitment of propaganda and agitation. We must vi-
corously combat every alien influence and remnants of
the past, everything that hampers our forward move-
ment. Propaganda and agitation should mobilise pub-
lic opinion against phenomena that are hostile to: the

to people.
Wc must struggle with

all-round su new,-Iorward-
looking and s valuable ini-
tiatives, a1l future.

The ideological-political, labour and moral educa-
tion oI youth, our successors, is a special concern of the



of community and indivisibitity of the historic desti-
nies of the Soviet people are established in the com-
mon struggle waged by the working people of all na-
tions and nationalities for new successes in commu-
nist construction.

Our propaganda should show the general laws of
the development of socialist nations, the concrete, vi-
sible aspects of the gradual drawing together of na-
tions in the course of communist construction, and the
fraternal cooperation of all the peoples who have built
up the powerful Soviet economy, the integrated eco-
nomic complex.

The interconnection and unity of patriotic and in-
ternationalist education are manifested both in respect
for national dignity, for the national cultures, and an
irreconcilable attitude to relapses of nationalism and
chauvinism.

It is essential vigorously to oppose any preaching
of natio,nal exclusiveness, any attempts to reconsider
from non-class, non-historical positions any phenome-
non, personality, or concept of the past. We must com-
bat manifestations of parochialism, which frequently
dons the garb of some kind of local patriotism.

The questions of patriotic and internationalist edu-
ca.tion acquire special topicality as the ideological
struggle grows more intense, with nationalism becom-
ing one of the chief stakes of the imperialist intelligence
services in their subversive activity against existing so-
cialism.

There are no unimportant, minor tasks in the sphere
of communist education. We must not lose sight of a
single aspect of the formation of the personality of
our ccntemporary so as not to prejudice the entire
effort of education. That is why the CC resolution, ful-
ly in accord with the directives of the 25th CPSU Con-
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gress, concretises the ways of realising a complex ap-
proach to the whole issue of education, of assuring close
unity of ideological, political, labour and moral edu-
cation with due account for the distinctive features of
diverse groups of working people.

III
The report to the 25th Pafiy Congress and the CC

resolution drew attention to a vitally important Leninist
principle of educationZ unity ol uotd and deed. This
is directly and organically linked with that which makes
the Leninist Party ptopaganda invincible: truthful-
ness, insistence on pfinciple, and realism. "If, howe-
ver, we are not afraid to speak the sad and bitter truth
straight out," Lenin noted, "we shall learn, we shall
unfailingly and certainly learn to overcome all our dif-
ficulties." 6

These precepts of Lenin's are well known to every-
one. Regrettably, however, some violate them in prac-
tice, saying one thing and doing something quite dif-
ferent, tho,se who readily make commitments, but do
not fulfil them, those who seek to gloss over, to side-
step unresolved problems and sharp issues, and to
cover up existing shortcornings and difficulties. "Such
an approach, a tendency towards window-dressing,"
the CC resolution notes, "far from helping, in f.ad,
hampers the solution of our common tasks. Wherever
criticism and self-criticism are not in favour, where in-
formation about public atf.afus is insufficient, it is the
activity of the masses that suffers. But the fact is that
this activity is an important source of the socialist
system's power." 7

6 V. I. Lenin, Collecletl Works, VoI. 33, p. 98.
7 The CPSU Centr:rl Cornmittec's Decision of April 26, 1979,
p. 5 (in Russian) .
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Ltnity oI tuord and deed, agitation by deed ate oI
decisiue impofiance in eflectiuely influencing the rnen-
tality and moo.ds oI man.

The sense and significance of the education will be

of elementary order is covered up with expansive as-

sertions and empty promises.
A concrete act, a real deed is not only the supreme

result of educational work, but a mighty factor of edu-
cation itself. That is why the Party demands that the
main effort in the work of ideological education should
be concentrated in the work collective, where, in Leo-
nid Brezhnev's words, "the ideas of high politics and
economics are being translated into practical language
and where the people's attitude towards life and society
is moulded to a large extent." 8

The CPSU resolution is aimed dt enhancing the
leading cadre's responsibility for the educational con-
sequence of economic activity, for the full use of the
educational potentialities of advanced experience, so-
cialist competition and progressive forms of the organi-
sation of work" The practical activity of an enterprise
should in itself stimulate the workers to strive for ef-
ficiency and quality, to strengthen discipline and res-
ponsibility for the job at hand, and for economy and a
thrifty attitude to socialist property.

We must always bear in mind the enormous educa-
tional force of scientifically organised work, the fact

8 L. L Brezhnev. Oar Course: Peace anrl Socialism. 1977, Mos-
cow, Novosti Press Agency Publishing House, 1978' p. 37.
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that such features of Soviet man as a conscious, creat-

organisations, also on the economic cadre.
The leaders of enterprises should directly partici-

pate in educational measures. tllre Party attaches great
importance to this. But most important of all is the
educational effect of the organisational and economic
work itself. As practice shows, wherever the managerial
cadre fails to take account of the educational corse-
quences of its activity, the creative initiative of the
masses is not brought out fully, conscious discipline is
replaced by a formal approach, the necessary moral
and psychological climate in the collective is not built
up, and ultimately the output also suffers.

Much depends on the leaders of collectives in creat-
ing an atmosphere that tends to reveal the abilities of
the individual, to stimulate his activity at work and in
public aff.afus. The leader himself should display a
creative attitude to his work, competence and initiative,
a high level of Part5r responsibility, be unpretentious
and accessible in his dealings with people, have a deep
knowledge of their interests and requirements, honesty,
insistence on principle, and modesty. Such a leader is
capable of leading the collective, of posing before the
people complex objectives linked with the fulfilment
and overfulfilment of state plans and socialist commit-
ments. Regular businesslike reports by economic exe-
cutives at Party and trade union meetings have an
enormous educational and mobilising significance.

Production teams, farms, and specific production

28

sectors are an important area of educational work. Here
everyone knows everyone else and it is easier to see
the potentialities of each worker, to take account of his
individual capacities. Much higher demands are made
on leaders of primary labour collectives and pimary
Party organisations and Party groups in educating
young people starting work in production. Therefore in

Party.
The influence exerted by socialist emulation and by

the movement for a communist attitude to work on
cconomic processes, on many phenomena of social life
is increasingly in evidence at the present time. The
CPSU CC emphasises that the records set by innovators
are not a goal in itself, but an important means o{ mo-
bilising the labour energy of the masses for accelerated
labour-productivity growth, and a powerful reserve in
raising efficiency and quality. Practice has shown that
where competition is not a mere formality, where it is
seen as an effective instr-ument for raising output, its
educational role is manifested most clearly, not only
does a well-regulated mechanism of socialist emulation
assure high labour achievements, but it also engenders
examples wofthy of imitation.

Yet there still are instances when heads of enter-
prises, instead of organising work efficiently, attempt
to cover up their mismanagement, seek to lower plan
targets and sometimes even doctor the records, thus
deceiving the state. This spurious atmosphere of well-
being directly harms the economy, and at the same time
discredits the idea of socialist emulation and greatly
damages the working people's education. Such an attil
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tude is also prejudicial to treating the production plau
as a law.

The potentialities at our disposal can be fully real-
ised only if every collective and each worker uses them
consciously, with a deep knowledge of the content and
aims of the measures adopted by the Party and the
government, and if they have a clear idea of their role
in the work of the vast economic mechanism. As Lenin
put it, "it is a question of every politically conscious
worker feeling that he is not only the master in his
own factory but that he is also a representative of the
country, of his feeling his responsibility". s The Soviet
people's high moral qualities and their political culture
are manifested in their attitude to their work, to the
job at hand, to their public duty.

We are all aware of the complex conditions in in-
dustry this year, and particularly in agricultural pro-
duction. The harsh winter; followed by the drought in
a number of regions, required tremendous effort by
millions of working people. We are justly proud of the
Soviet workers' high awareness of their duty, their
selfless labour at factories, mines and power stations,
in fields and on farms, at construction sites, in every
part of our country to fulfil the plans for 7g7g and
their socialist commitments.

Today, just as yesterday, as during the previous
five-year plans, purposeful ideological and mass-po-
litical work is one of the most important factors in re-
solving all our economic tasks. Lenin's farsighted idea
that "agitation and propaganda will play a role of tre-
mendous and ever growing importance" lo in economic
constmction under socialism, is being borne out again
and again.
s V. I. Lenin, Collecled Works, Vol. 27, p. 403.
r0 V. I. Lenirr, Collected Wotlcs, Vol. 31, p. 372.
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Our mass media have an important role to play
in fulfilling the CC resolution. The Party and its Cen-
Lral Committee have always regarded the press, teleui-
sion and the radio as a powerful ideological weapon,
n unique instrument in the communist education and
organisation of the masses, and an impoftant factor
in shaping public opinion. There is virtually no ideo-
logical function that the mass media do not exercise to
this or that extent. The printed and broadcast word
commands great authority among the people.

At the same time, the general level of our printed
and radio and televised propaganda must be brought
into accord with the growing scale and complexity of
the tasks of communist construction, the Soviet people's
rising educational and cultural standards, and the
sharpening ideological struggle in the international
arena.

Our mass media can fully do their duty to the Party
and the people only by making their material much
more concrete, meaningful and operational, and much
more infused with the vibrant Party spirit, so making
their statements much more effective. The emphasis
here should be on the major and most important prob-
lems of our 1ife.

Of course, the press and other mass medi a are
made effective chiefly through the skilful propaganda
of our achievements and the spread of the advanced ex-
perience and example of our best people. Positive ex-
perience should be presented in such a way as to show
the substance of it, to make millions of men and wo-
men interested in it, and to help spread it most ex-
tensively in practice.
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Party, state, trade-union and, primarily, economic
organs must give close attention to material in the
press analysing the results of socialist emulation, bring-
ing out additional reserves, popularising progressive
methods of management, labour organisation, extension
of new technology, ways of enhancing the efficiency of
production and the quality of workmanship. Inatten-
tion to material presenting advanced experience and
methods of innovators amounts to bad management,
to a failure to use reseryes in production.

Party committees must display constant concern for
the efficiency of the press, television and radio. This
concern is directly connected with the development of
ideological maturity, of a principled and professionally
bold approach on the part of journalists and their
readiness actively to intervene in life for the benefit of
society, to, bring out the complicated problems in pro-
duction, the economy and culture. This is concern
for producing a tnrly parLy, creative atmosphere in the
editorial offices, for developing social elements in their
work. It is not right to accept a situation in which, as
the saying goes, "the writer keeps writing, and the
readet keeps reading", without anyone bothering any-
one, and everyone being satisfied with all. Journalism
is a militant endeavour calling for high moral, political
and workmanlike qualities, moral forces and-most im-
portantly-deep-seated conviction and serious know-
ledge.

Any manifestation of passivity on the part of the
organs of the press are intolerable also because in
our life there are still many outstanding problems,
shortcomings and sometimes even ugly phenomena
cutting across the substance of the socialist way of life.
The Soviet people face all this both in production and
in everyday life. And if a printed organ wants to have
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a militant organiser and educator of the masses, en-

hancing the working 'people's energy in overcoming
shortcomings and difficulties, and solving the diverse

mittees have a big role to play. Much depends on
whether the Party committees foster in the functionaries
of state, economic and trade-union organisations a

correct attitude to criticism in the press.
The Central Committee of the Party and General

Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee Leonid Btezh'
nev havl set an example in supporting critical state-

setting
inistries
a work'

corres-
ponding measures to improve the state- of things. Here,
if," CpSU Central Committee is guided by Lenin's pre-

cepts a thorough verification and study
of-th onse without delay to critical sig-
nals to criticism genetally; he insisted
on a d reasonable response, instead of
a formal reply.

But the-journalists themselves should always bear
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which emerge because of bureau."u'tic practices, indif_vLlaqoE vr uureaucratlc practlces, 1ference, or laxity on the part of .ifi.iuj; of anvany rank

a1 works on radio and television, which have a truly
vast audience. It is important to work tirelessly along
this important line, without reducing the standards,
bearing in mind that broadcasts which are undemand-
ing, low in aesthetic standards, and superficial in con-
tent not only spoil the citizens' taste but also accustom
them, especially the young, to pass superficial judge-
ment on phenomena in 1ife, and to take a light-hearted
attitude to art.

A few words about the vital tasks in the spherc ol
artistic creatiuity in present-day conditions. The Party
has always regarded the ideological and aesthetic stan-
dard of works of our literature and art in close con-
nection with each other, as a single criterion for eva-
luating them. This is doubly true to'day, when the
aesthetic comprehension of living phenomena and of
socialist reality are unimaginable without a deep com-
prehension of the economic, social and cultural proces-
ses going on in society.

Worli"rt in literature and the arts have been mak-
ing a sizable contribution to the Soviet citizens' cul-
tuial development, moral perfection and aesthetic edu-
cation. We can note with satisfaction that the develop-
ment of our literature and art has run along the line
of ever deeper and more productive analysis of thq
moral fibre 

-of the modern character, the builder of
communism, and bold handling of the intricate and
meaningful problems of our daY.

But it is ho secret that alongside the novels, plays
and films which are works of talent and have a high
ideological content, we still find some mediocre works'
Here and there we find traces of the tendency to depart
into the realm of petty topics, naturalistic kitchen-sink
descriptions, and petty-philistine emotions. In some
worki we also find distorted notions of the past which

o.r-something that happens most frelu""tly_b".u"s"
they stand not for the^ itate b"t tr- JJpartmental andlocal rnterests.

One has to consider specifically the powerful educa_tional impact of documentary, journaliitic and fiction_
':t4
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However, it is important clearly to realise that any
30

resolution, however faultless, becomes a real force di-
recting the course of developments only when it is
consistently translated into life and exerts a conclete
and positive influence on the state of affairs in the va,
rious organiqations and labour collectives. That is the
angle from which the CPSU Central Committee will
evaluate the effectiveness of the work that is being
done.

The Communists, mapping out concrete measures
to fulfil the resolution, have warned that this work
should not become just another campaisnouro not oecome Just another campaign. This ap_
proach is undoubtedly correct, There is qood ,"ur6,proacn rs undoubteclly correct, There is good reason
why special importance now attaches to ouestions inquestions in

truments of ideologic al and educational influence. Suc-

it is necessary to emphasise the role of the ideological
commissions of the Party committees, and also of a
smoothly functioning system for extending the best
experience in organising educational work.

An analysis of the activity of Party committees in
implementing the present resolution shows that this
work still s
which, the e
effectivenes s
about whic e
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solution was discussed by the Collegium of the USSR
State Building Committee.

working to improve in every
spread advanced experience in
is a need to avoid at all costs

the stereotype approach which inevitably leads to for-
malism and dampens initiative. Serious harm is also
done by attempts forcibly to fit the process of educa-
tion into the framework of purely quantitative, formal
criteria and evaluations. With such an oversimplified,
burea.ucratic approach only the number of measures
put through remains in the fie1d of vision. This kind
of education system, which is rightly called the "points-
scoring" system, and which is a combination, accord-
ing to Lenin, of "the obsolete o1d and lifeless fad",
does not in any way promote success in the work of
ideological education.

Of course, the truly crcative approach has nothing
in common with a nihilistic attitude to the for"rns and
methods of ideological work which the Party has work-
ed out and tested in practice. It is no secret, after all,
that formalism in educational work-a great shortcom-
ing-is perennial and has many faces. It frequently
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tends to appear as a result of application to this intri-
cate and subtle sphere of divelse artificial innovations,
of methods which are only outwardly effective, with
noise and empty chatter, all of which is categorically
counter-indicatcd to the very character and spirit of
communist education.

It is important to find and broadly use new forms
of work which make it possible more fully to take
into account the specific features of educational activity
in this or that region, involving this or that social
group. For instance, allocating a special day for poli-
tical education helps markedly to enhance the effective-
ness of education. The experience of Party committees
in a number of cities and regions shorvs that such days,
whcre they are well organised, help to reach such
groups of population which are frequently given ina-
dequate attention, provide opportunities for gaining an
insight into the problems which are of immediate in-
terest to the working people, plovide convincing ans-
wers and formulate relevant recommendations for ideo-
logical and other organisations.

Success in educational work largely depends on the
cxtent to which it involves the activists and takes ac-
count of public opinion. Let us recall Lenin's refusal
to tolerate any breaches of Soviet legality, especially
crime, and his insistence on relentless struggle against
these, with ever more active involvement of broad mas-
ses of working people in the effort.

That is also the Party's approach to the matter to-
day. The CPSU Central Committee's recent resolution
"On Improving the Maintenance of Law and Order
and Intensifying the Struggle against Infringements of
the Law" points to the need for more resolute eradica-
tion of crime and other anti-social phenomena.

The effort to strengthen socialist law and order is



an -organic component of the party,s organisational
and ideological work. There must bL spec'ial concern
for enhancing educational work and pr&enting delin-
quency among minors and for enhancing the role of
families, schools and collectives in this eftort.

procurator's office are not always as vigorous as they
should be in combating offences. One should also
point out that now and again there has been a blunt-
ing of the politico-c1ass evaluation of manifestations of
the philistine morality and the acquisitive mentality.

In short, we need to use a1l the means of influencL,
and to mobilise collective effods to make an honest
attitude to work and socialist property, to one's so-
cial duties-al1 the principles of the communist mo-
raTity-an inlegral plrt of every person's convictions
and behaviour.

The fact that our mass media are giving a lead
in the effort to propagandise and implerient -th" 

""ro-lution deserves approval. Items in the press, on televi-
sion and radio have become deeper in content, more
interesting, livelier and with a sharper edge, and-
which is most important-closer to human concerns.
There is now more infor"rnation which is meaningful
and more diverse. One notes the appearance of miior
controversial and critical items. There is better use of
letters from readers.

One can note with satisfaction the substantial ap-
proach to and presentation of major socio-economlc
problems on the pages of Prauda, lzuestia and Souet-
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got down to the decp and all-round realisation of the
tasks put forward in the resolution. Their editorial
offices are not yet exerting enough effort to improve
the quality of their reports, to make them more timely
and truly effective.

Nor can we say that the provisions of the resolu-
tion concerning the differentiated dissemination of in-
formation, the need for organs of the press to have
their own "tace", their own range of basic items, the
need to diversify genres, and to display more concern
for style and langtage have been fully implemented.
Thus, one still frequently finds headlines with such
formal ca1ls as "to pull :up" , "to raise", "to redouble
energy", and so on. Through frequent repetition such
calls tend to be effaced and make no impact. In place
of such declarations there should be a convincing pre-
sentation of the content and meaning of the labour
initiatives and methods of shock-work' In this context,
every grain of accumulated experience, every expres-
sion of the working people's patriotic initiatives is of
interest to us.

In a relatively short period, the press, television
and radio have done some work to extend and deepen
Iorcign-policy propaganda. Every day, television pre-
sents new infolmative and topical programmes which
include both the latest news and concrete political ana-
lysis. Moscow Radio's service in English now has
round-the-clock broadcasts to all the continents of the
world which have markedly enlarged Moscow's inter-
national audience.

Our mass media and ideological institutions rnust
c way to imProve ProPaganda and
c , and to show convincinglY the
a advantages of the Soviet political
and social system and the peaceable foreign policy of
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show the actual meaning of mass unemployment and
the hopelessness of poverty, and the bloody crimes to
which the imperialist bourgeoisie will resort in face
of a real threat to its power.

There is a need systematically to show the succes-
ses of existing socialism and to strengthen internatio*
na1 solidarity with the peoples of the socialist-commu-
nity countries, the international working class and the
national liberation movement. One constant task of
the mass media is to report on life in the socialist
countries in all its diversity, with special emphasis
on the concrete positive experience of the f.raternaT par-
ties in solving important social problems, on the politi-
cal, ideological and economic cooperation of the fra-
ternal countries, and the equitable and mutually ad-
vantageous nature of their relations. It is also impor-
tant to show the selfless struggle of the fraternal Com-
munist and Workers' parties against imperialism and
the danger of another war, and for the ideals of com-
munism, for the vital interests of the working class
and all the other working people, and for social pro-
gress.

The sharpening of the ideological struggle in the
international arena requires further improvement of
our foreign-policy propaganda, together with a raising
of the level of ideological education at home. This
means a need to enhance the development of steadfast
conviction in communist ideals, an irreconcilable atti-
tude to bourgeois ideology, and an ability to give a
resolute and well-argumented rebuff to all the machi-
nations of the ideological adversary.

;l >t ,i

The CPSU Central Committee's resolution "On the
Further Improvement of the Ideological, Political and

11

Educational Work" lays down the main lines of the
Party's activity in this key sphere of social life. One
of the most important conditions of success in this
activity is t a creative style
based on a comprehension
of the subs phenomena, a
style which the manner of
working by spurts. For ideological cadres to adopt
this style means to ensure not only good and efficient

coordination of all ideological and
nd to make purposeful the acts of
i organisations and means of educa-

tion, but also constantly to be in the midst of this
work, to keep track of its actual results and to respond
to the working people's growing cultural ,equir"-
rnents.

All approved
and s lehensive
plans essary to
affang to allow
any of these lines, any of the aspects of the whole
sphere of communist education to be lost sight of by
the Party committees.

Similar systematic work with ideological cadres
must become an organic component of this organisatio-
nal activity. While combining confidence in these cad-
res with an exacting attitude to them, the party believes
it necessary considerably to improve their studies and
orientation on the important problems of domestic and
international life.

The multimillion strong army of ideological cadres
enjoys high r'espect and affection in the Party and
among the people. These are men and women who
give their energy, knowledge and capabilities to the
political enlightenment of the masses and education
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among them of high moral qualities, and the raising
of our people's spiritual and political culture.

Fulfilment of the CPSU Central Committee's reso-
lution is a difficult and truly creative endeavour. And
we Communists must not forget even for a moment
this precept of Lenin's : ". . . under all circumstances to
go on, under all circumstances to striue tot something
bigger, under all circumstances to proceed from simp-
ler to more difficult tasks." "Otherwise," Lenin empha-
sised, "no progress whatever is possible and in parti-
cular no progress is possible in socialist construc-
tion." 11 We are enjoined to do this by the letter and

ideas of creative and constantly developing Marxism-
of
of

spirit of the CC resolution, which is imbued with the

Leninism; this is also promoted by the favourable po-
litical atmosphere existing in the country.

There is no task nobler than that of carrying to
the masses the Party's words, of educating millions and
millions of men and women in the spirit of loyalty to
the ideas of Marxism-Leninism and dedication to the
immortal ideals of communism. We have every right
to say: communist education is an important front in
the struggle for communism. Implementation of the
CPSU Central Committee's resolution, improvement of
activity in educating the working people will help to
enhance the whole of the organisational and political
work in the masses aimed to score fresh successes in
communist construction.

Allow me, dear comrades, whole-heartedly to wish
you, and through you to all the workers on the ideolo-
gical flonl, new and great successes !

rI V. I. Lcnin, Collected Worlcs, Vol. 28, p. 192.
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Praoda, October 17, 1979

Boris PONOMAREV,
Candidate Member of the Politbureau,

CPSU Central Committee Secretary

IDEOLOGICAL STRIJGGLE
IN THE WORLD ARENA

The CPSU Central Committee's decision On the
oI the ldeological, Political and
N. Ponomarev said, is an inspiring
of the Party's activity in the

sphere of ideology and propaganda, education of man,
of citizens of communist society. M. A. Suslov's report,
imbued with a truly Leninist spirit, gives a compre-
hensive analysis of this decision; it shows what has
been done and what lies ahead. B. N. Ponomarev de-
voted his speech to questions of ideological struggle in
the world arerla.

Broad masses, stirred into motion all over the
world, are actively discussing detente, the arms build-
up, those responsible for the atms race, and the issues
of war and peace generally. People want to know what
stands behind the economic crises, inflation and unem-
ployment in the capitalist world. A11 life has become
sharply politicized. The prospects of detente, peaceful
coexistence, the world revolutionary process and disar-

A summary of lhe
All-Union Meeling of

speech made by B. N. Ponomarev al the
ldeological Workers, Oclober 17, 1979,
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mament l.argely depend on the state of the public mind
and on the activity and correct orientation of mass
movements.

The imperialists are str"uggling doggedly to main-
tain their positions and dccide, as before, the peoples'
destinies. A definite regularity is observed: the greater
the successes scored by the USSR and the socialist
community, the deeper the crisis of the capitalist sys-
tem, the more vigorous the conscious and the sponta-
neous involvement of the masses in world politics,
the more the imperialist circles step up ideological
struggle against real socialism, against the working
class, the entire liberation movement and against the
forces coming out for a lasting peace. The speaker re-
called Lenin's words that "When the bourgeoisie's ideo-
logical influence on the workers declines, is undermin-
ed or weakened, the bourgeoisie everywhere and al-
ways resorts to the most outrageous lies and slander." I

Today imperialism has built an unprecedentedly
huge propaganda machine, a whole industry for brain-
washing people. Ideological propaganda has become
one of the main instruments used to politically and
spiritually enslave the working people in the capitalist
countries, Moreover, this propaganda apparatus is not
only intended for home use; it is also directed on to
the socialist countries, the non-aligned nations and
the entire world. In this connection the speaker cha-
racteized the anti-Soviet activities of the propaganda
services of the United States, other Western countries,
and NATO.

It is this reality that determines the specifics of
our ideological and political work in the international
arena. "In the conditions of relaxation of tension,"

I V. I. Lenin, Collecled Works, Vol. 20, p. 485
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L. I.Brezhnev stressed, "ever higher demands are plac-
ed on our ideological work." 2

This uork is based on the struggle lor peace com-
bined with all our ideological actiuities, socialist in es-
sence.

It has two aspects: first, theoretical investigation
of the complex processes taking place in the world to-
day, such as changes in the alignment of world forces
in favour of peace and socialism; imperialism as a
source of the war danger; the general crisis of capita-
1ism, its ills and vices; the scientific and technological
revolution under capitalism and socialism; the class
struggle in the capitalist states, and the national libera-
tion movement today. Second, day-to-day propaganda
of socialist ideas, .elucidation of the essence of the So-
viet Union's international policy, and rebuff to anti-
Sovietism and anti-communism.

At the present moment, the speaker said, world at-
tention is focussed on the proposals put forward by
L.I.Brezhnev in Berlin on October 6. In their decision
the CPSU Central Committee Politbureau, the Presi-
dium of the USSR Supreme Soviet and the USSR Coun-
cil of Ministers assessed the visit to the Ger"rnan De-
mocratic Republic of the Soviet delegation led by
L.I.Brezhnev, General Secretary of the CPSU Central
Committee and Chairman of the USSR Supreme So-
viet Presidium, as an event of outstanding significance,
both for further developing cooperation between the
two parties and the two states, and safeguarding peace
and international security. Leonid Ilyich's speech is a
ma.jor foreign policy act which has riveted the atten-
tion of all governments and peoples. It is permeated

2 L. I. Brczhncv. Our Course: Peace and Socialism. 1977, Mos-
lrrw, No,r,osli Prcss Agency Publishing IJousc, 1978, p. 253.
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eological struggle in the sphere
ns is that today few people in
e detente, while everything pos-
continue the arms race, to win

military superiority over us, and from these positions
dictate their wi11. Certain quarters in the USA have
been at pains to torpedo the ratification of SALT-2
which the whole world impatiently awaits. What is
worse, NATO is planning to deploy new American me-
dium-range nuclear-missile weapons in Western Eu-
rope, which would unavoidably lead to a new twist in
the arms spiral and jeopardize much of what has been
achieved during the detente years.

The ideological struggle in the world gains in inten-
sity as the international positions of real socialism
grow stronger and its authority increases. People in
the West see that socialist society has been established
visibly, tangibly and for ever. Growing interest is
shown in the ideas of socialism, Marxism-Leninism.
Works by V. I. Lenin, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
by Leonid Brezhnev, an outstanding Marxist-Leninist
of our time, and by other CPSU leaders are published
and circulated al1 over the world.

Speaking about the anti-imperialist liberation move-
ment, the speaker underlined the importance of the
Vietnam, Laos and Kampuchea victories, the collapse
of the last-the Portuguese-colonial empire, the succes-
ses of progressive regimes in Angola, Mozambique,
Guinea-Bissau and other countries, the revolutions in
Ethiopia, Afghanistan and lran, and the rising tide of
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the anti-colonial movement in Southern Africa. The
star of socialist Cuba shines brightly in the Western
Hemisphere. Many peoples of Latin America are tak-
ing their destinies into their own hands. The venal

torical situation, the radical change in the alignment
of world forces has provided with a real opportunity of
working successfully for their national and iocial aims.

e, and again the "hand
llege, the same omnipre-
revolutions in Ethiopia

_ lhis myth is a multi-purpose propaganda weapon
which is designed to mislead world public opinion ind
support imperialist propaganda's main thesis on
a "Soviet military thteat". It is also used as a smoke-
screen to hide imperialist interference in the affairs
of -other states and justify plans for intensifying this in-
terference. From data put out by the US- Biookings



Institution, in the postwar period the United States
has resorted 275 times to the use of its armed forces
as a "global policy" instrument.

The speaker stressed especially that dissemination of
the truth about socialism is the decisive aspect of our
ideological struggle. Here we are backed by real sup-
cesses achieved in communist construction and in
strengthening the socialist community's positions. To
illustrate, B. N. Ponomarev indicated the colossal scope
of our construction work and the peaceable character
of our plans, and called attention to such facts as the
steady progress of the Soviet econorny over decades,
the solution by socialism of the employment problem,
the right to housing, low rent, free education and
health services, recreational facilities, etc.

It is of vast importance to show the socio-political
life in the socialist states, in a1l its wealth and diver-
sity, the humaneness of socialist societ5l where a man
in need is never neElected, where a spirit of mutual as-
sistance reigns. Our political system must be shown
in action, especially the democratic character of plan-
ning, and the role played in it by the working people's
initiative. It is relevant as ever to explain the new So-
viet Constitution, which not only enshrines the citizens'
rights and reflects the attained level of democracy, but
opens broad prosopens broad prospects tor tur:t
perfection of socialist democracy.

The advantages of socialism are particularly vivid-
ly seen against the background of modern capitalism's
intensified crisis. The events of recent years have con-
firmed that capitalism has entered a protracted p"-
riod of sharp aggravation of contradictions, with trad-
ing, industrial, financial, energy, ecological and other
crises intertwining ever more c1ose1y. Inflation and
unemployment also remain rife.
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for further advancement and

The drawn-out economic crisis increases political
instability in a number of imperialist states, which
also poses definite threats to international rela-
tions. This forms a particularly contrasting back-
ground against which the advantages of the Soviet po-
litical system are seen in bold relief: its stability and
reliability, the principled character and consistency of
Soviet foreign policy, adherence to the pledges given,
the sense of responsibility, and the clarity of positions.

The political crisis of imperialism is compounded
by a crisis of the dominant ideology. Bourgeois theore-
ticians cannot offer anything reassuring to the peoples.
Even their prognoses regarding the economic crisis
give no solution. Nor do they show ways of curbing
inflation. Dismal predictions are in currency. Al1 this
contrasts sharply with the bright, optimistic, life-assert-
ing ideas of real socialism, of Marxism-Leninism, with
the wonderful prospects they offer to the peoples'

Touching upon the processes under way in China,
the speaker noted that at present the Maoist concepts
are undergoing a certain revision, but not in the sphere
of world politics. The stoking up of anti-Sovietism
continues, and so does the line for China's gangitg
up with imperialism.

B. N. Ponomarev went on to describe the many-sid-
ed ties of Soviet trade unions, friendship societies and

ons with their op-
and stressed their
deepening mutual
disseminating the

truth about real socialism. It is necessary to use to
full capacity, so to speak, all our possibilities-frorn
fundamental works to all the means at the disposal of
art and cinematography-in order to bring to the hearts
and minds of people abroad the life-asserting inspiring
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ideas and deeds of real socialism. A tremendous role
has to be played by our mass media.

On the whole, certain successes have been achieyed
after the November (7978) plenum of the CPSU Cen-
tral Committee, at which L. I.Btezhnev laid down ap-
propriate guidelines, and in line with the Central Com-
mittee's decision on ideological work. Our scholars
have been giving more attention to analysis of the ideo-
logical activity of imperialism.

Changes for the better have taken place in the
mass media's work on international problems. This is
true equally of the preSs, television and radio. But
much still remains to be done. We must make the
most of our knowledge abotrt anti-communism. What
we need is a well-reasoned critical analysis, based on
facts, of anti-Soviet attitudes and views, not only in
scientific writings, but also and most important, in
publications intended for broad sections of the Soviet
and world public.

B. N. Ponomarev informed the conference about the
course and results of tl-re meetings in Moscow with
the Socialist International Working Group on Disarma-
mOnt. The talks, he said, revealed a considerable coin-
cidence of views on the questions of peace, detente and
disarmament, and the struggle against the arms race.
Both sides expressed readiness to continue contacts
and dialogue on these questions, despite ideological
disagreements.

In our ideological struggle in the world arena,
B. N. Ponomarev said, a vast role is played by the coo-
peration of the fraternal parties of the socialist coun-
tries, which is developed along many channels. Of
tremendous importance are L. I. Brezhnev's Crimea
meetings with the leaders of the communist parties
of socialist countries. For six years now, regular confe-
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rences of CC secretaries of the f.raternal parties of so-

cialist countries have been an otganizing factor in co-

ordinating ideological and propaganda work.
The speaker described the role and positions of

the international communist movement in our days,
and the extensive and fruitful ties of the CPSU with
other fraternal parties. The communist movement, he
said, is the most influential political force of today.
Communist parties are active in all parts of the world'
It is precisely Communists who advance basic ideas on
cardiial problems of world development, with the
CPSU making a weighty contribution to this.

The ruling parties of the socialist community are
the foremost force of the movement. The 1970s have
seen a marked upsurge of the movement in the DorFSo-

munists is much greater than their numerical strength'
B. N. Ponomarev pointed also to the considerable

development of the CPSU's contacts with more than 20

revolu[ionary-democratic parties in the liberated coun-
tries.

In conclusion, the speaker summed up the main as-

pects of the CPSU's idLological activities in the world
iren^, defence of the interests of real socialism; propa-
gation of Marxist-Leninist ideas; consistent inculcation
6f tn" idea that peace and socialism are inseparable,
and elucidation of the factors behind militarism, the
arms race and the war danger rooted in impeDiaiism;
denunciation of anti-comrnunism; all possible consoli-
dation of the unity of communist parties and fraternal
internationalist relations in the communist movement;
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The demands the Party must meet in all its ideo-
logical work have been, will be and are:

loyalty to and defence of MarxiSm-Leninism as a
revolutionary theory and practice, a resolute strug-
gle, against all attempts at its revision from the right
or left;

a creative approach to theory, to its master5r and
application, and its development in accordance with the
changing conditions and tasks at different stages, strug-
gle against dogmatism and against disregard for the
realities of the revolutionary struggle, i.e., an indissolu-
ble connection between theory and practice.

This approach will ensure new victories for the
great ideas of Marx, Engels and Lenin, the ideas of
peace and communism.

Prauda, October 18, 1979
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